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Discover Modesto’s
wine and food scene
Patrick Dodd,
wine expert and
‘edutainer,’ shares
Central Valley
culinary culture
with groups
By Courtney Birchmeier

As one of the richest and most
diverse agricultural areas in the world,
California’s Central Valley produces
food and wine that graces nearly every
American table. It’s a region that can
often be overlooked when it comes to
wine and culinary tourism as compared to California’s North and Central
Coast regions.
“We’ve always been that place ‘on
your way to’ those other places, and to
Lake Tahoe, Yosemite National Park,
the Emigrant Wilderness, etc.,” said
Patrick Dodd, proprietor of The Wine
Dodd, a wine/spirits industry consulting company based in Modesto.
Dodd has partnered with Visit
Modesto to help spread the word about
the region’s wine and culinary offerings through a program called Get Mo
Wine. Tour groups can also hire Dodd
for special presentations, and wine
education or tasting programs.
We spoke with Dodd to learn more
about his experience in the wine industry, Modesto’s culinary scene and Get
Mo Wine.
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PATRICK DODD, THE WINE DODD
PHOTO: DIEGO GARCIA

Q. What inspired your interest in
wine? Tell us about your
career in the wine industry.
A. I grew up in northern Illinois and
went to college in northern Indiana.
That means I had 22 years of bitterly
cold winters and hot, humid summers,
so when I got the job offer to move to
Southern California and sell wine on the
beach — I took it!
I didn’t really fall in love with wine
until two years later when my wife and
I moved to Modesto as newlyweds and
started going to Napa and Sonoma coun-

ties for wine tasting on weekends. I also
joined a group of co-workers who wanted to make home wine ourselves, and we
formed the “Woof Woof Winery” club,
which is still going strong today. All of a
sudden, I was passionate about wanting
to learn everything I could about how
wine is made in both the vineyard and
the winery, so I began taking weekend
courses at UC Davis.
My employer at the time, the Gallo
Family Winery, was also beginning to
move into the premium wine market,
so I had a chance to be in at the ground

level on marketing, selling and educating others about those wines. That led
to memberships in the Society of Wine
Educators and Court of Master Sommeliers, studying for and passing their
certification exams, and then traveling
the world to prepare for the Masters of
Wine exam.
Q. What makes Modesto stand
out in terms of wine and
culinary tourism?
A. Modesto is more than just a stop on
the way to somewhere else. Have you
looked at the cost of a hotel room in
the Napa Valley today, or tried to find a
winery tasting room or nice restaurant
you could go to for less than $50–$100
per person? Completely unaffordable for
anyone looking for a value in their food,
wine and accommodation experience!
That’s why Modesto truly shines! Yes,
we are still centrally located to Yosemite
and Lake Tahoe, but we are also less
than an hour’s drive from world-class
winegrowing areas as diverse as the Sierra Nevada Foothills, Livermore Valley
and the Lodi Wine Region. Even better,
most wineries around us still offer free
or nominally priced wine tastings, and
the variety of wine styles made — white,
red, rosé, sweet, dry, sparkling — is unmatched anywhere in California!
After a day of wine tasting, you can
come back to a comfortable, affordable
hotel room, enjoy top international
talent in a live concert at the world-class
Gallo Center for the Arts, and check out
the local culinary scene at one of our exceptional restaurants featuring both local
and international wines and cuisines.
Q. Can you describe Modesto’s
culinary offerings?
A. With most of the area’s restaurants
operated by locals, the passion for farm
-fresh ingredients is paramount, and our
farming community produces well over
100 different fruits, vegetables and herbs
year-round. Add to that the cultural diversity of the region and chances are you
will find exactly the cuisine that fits your
group’s appetite and budget.

And don’t forget the olive oils and
cheeses. With olive groves and dairy
farms abundant in the area, locally
produced cheeses and olive oils of many
different styles are an obvious necessity,
and many producers offer tours of their
operations as well.
But what about the wines (and cocktails?!) in Modesto? Well, don’t forget
that the world’s largest family-owned
wine and spirit company, E&J Gallo, is
headquartered here so you know that
our locals demand wine lists with a wide
variety of items by the taste, glass, or
bottle, and wine flight and food pairing
options.
We also have a number of micro-breweries and brew pubs, most with
food and live entertainment. And, finally,
Modesto has incredible cocktail lounges
where you can get craft cocktails and
wonderful whisky selections.
Q. What is The Wine Dodd?
A. One of my favorite quotes of all
time is from Marshall McLuhan, who
once said, “Anyone who tries to make a
distinction between education and entertainment doesn’t know the first thing
about either.” That’s why I’ve always tried
to be an “edutainer” in the work that I
do, and people really respond! I have
been involved in wine and spirits education since the early 1990s, when I had
the opportunity to assist in creating and
delivering the first-ever fine wine education program — and later the hospitality
and education department at the Gallo
Winery. The part of the work that has
always brought me the most joy is taking
groups of people directly into vineyards,
agave fields, wineries, barrel cellars,
distilleries, etc., so that they can see and
more deeply understand firsthand how
wines and spirits are crafted.
As my retirement from Gallo neared,
I began envisioning what my next
step would be, and The Wine Dodd (a
tongue-and-cheek play on my name and
“the wine god”) was born. Unfortunately,
the COVID-19 pandemic postponed my
ability to create and host live, face-toface group activities, so I’ve instead been

spending my time doing a number of
virtual events and spending a great deal
of time assisting Modesto-area groups —
like Visit Modesto.
Soon I hope to be back creating
customized “hands on/palettes on” wine,
spirits and culinary edutainment activities for small, medium and large groups
around California and the world!
Q. Can you explain your
involvement in Get Mo Wine?
A. Get Mo Wine (visitmodesto.com/
mowine) is the brainchild of our exceptional Visit Modesto team, and I have the
wonderful opportunity to not only help
drive its creative vision, but also be the
author and front man for our numerous
promotions and edutainment sessions!
Believe me, our pre-pandemic Get
Mo Wine plans looked significantly
different than what post-pandemic Get
Mo Wine has turned into!
Our bimonthly, web-based wine
and food pairing series has allowed us
to offer seasonally relevant suggestions
(Wines for Thanksgiving; Winter Comfort Foods; Chocolate, Cheese Pairings;
Summer BBQ) in ways that we hope are
both educational and entertaining, so
that viewers can take the information we
share and apply it to their own dinners,
date nights and parties.
As group travel resumes later this
summer, I hope to have the opportunity
to finally launch some of the vino/gastro-tourism program ideas that we had
originally planned for Get Mo Wine,
including a program that allows participants to more deeply explore our local
cheese, olive oil, artisan-butchery and
fruit and vegetable cultures — and then
fuse them all together into a fantastic
seasonal meal that they help to create! n
Visit Modesto
209-526-5588
visitmodesto.com
The Wine Dodd
pat@thewinedodd.com
thewinedodd.com
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From wine classics to Amish culinary favorites,
Tuscarawas County will impress any group
Sip and savor your way through the
countryside. Nestled among the rolling
hills along I-77 between Amish country
and Appalachia, you will find Tuscarawas
County, Ohio. A mere 90 minutes from
three major cities (Cleveland, Pittsburgh
and Columbus), groups will love the
variety of culinary delights and spirited
wineries and breweries.
Groups seeking adventure will enjoy
the Follow Your Food Agritour. Begin
your day in the fields on the farm as
workers harvest and sort fresh produce
before it hits the market. Explore a working produce farm and learn the techniques involved to cultivate and extend
the growing season as well as the science
behind planting these large crops. Next,
follow your food to the local Tuscarawas
Valley Farmers Market. Travelers can
purchase locally grown fruits and vegetables as well as delicious baked goods.
Following a stop at the market, finish
your journey at a local winery where an
executive chef will prepare a gourmet
meal with food sourced from the same
farm where your journey began. Offering
wine pairings and cooking techniques to
complete your farm-to-fork agritour will
be a memorable and tasty experience.
Additionally, stops at celebrated Tuscar-

SCHOOL HOUSE WINERY

PHOTO: TUSCARAWAS COUNTY
CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU
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awas County favorites such as Boltz Family
Farms, Fresh the Market and Sweetwater
Farms provide the stop-and-shop encounter with locally owned markets.
Perhaps a brewery tour is on your
group’s must-do list? Brew masters will
delight in the flavorful offerings available
at Tuscarawas County’s own Lockport
Brewery, Hoodletown Brewing Co. or 5
Barrel Bullet Brewing. Locally inspired
names and creative blends will have
guests ready for a tasting. Choose your
favorite flavor and pair it with a variety
of kitchen offerings. Rich and smooth
ale samplings are the perfect way to relax
with your traveling companions.
How about a delectable glass of vino?
Fall in love with the regional selection of
wines at one of the nine wineries available for groups in the Tuscarawas Valley.
Generational vineyards create the perfect
scenery for your group’s stop at Breitenbach Wine Cellars and Hans Place.
Located in the heart of Amish Country,
these neighboring stops are a fan favorite.
Scenic views, live entertainment and flavorful meal options are the reason people
keep coming back for more. Schedule a
tour and hear the family history of winemaking for each of these great wineries.
Next, be sure to stop and see the

alpacas in the fields at the Yellow Butterfly
Winery. Located among the rolling hills of
southern Tuscarawas County, travelers are
drawn to the bright yellow barn, flavorful
wine and stunning views from the deck as
a herd of alpacas roam in the pasture.
YELLOW BUTTERFLY WINERY
PHOTO: TUSCARAWAS COUNTY
CONVENTION AND VISITORS BUREAU

Looking for a uniquely themed winery
for your next group event? Schedule a
stop at the School House Winery. Named
Ohio’s Most Unique Winery, this former one-room school was built in 1886.
Friends gather to try a variety of wines
aptly named Teacher’s Ade, Book Worm
and Prom Night. Seating is available in the
schoolhouse or outside by the pond.
Offering an array of dry, sweet and
semi-sweet wines, the vineyards in
Tuscarawas County offer something for
all visitors. Full and bold flavors capture
the spirit of the time-honored family
tradition.
End your day at one of the many
group-friendly restaurants. A hearty,
homestead buffet at the Dutch Valley
Restaurant waits for those seeking the
comforts of classic, Amish-style cooking. If fine dining is on the menu, enjoy
gourmet cuisine at The Venue or Craft
Bistro. Italian, seafood or steak selections
offer a variety of dining options. Culinary
favorites such as Lobster Shrimp Scampi
Linguini are sure to please.
With so many dining and drink
options available, your groups will love
to indulge in the culinary delights of
Tuscarawas County. n
Tuscarawas County
Convention & Visitors Bureau
800-527-3387
traveltusc.com
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EXPERIENCES
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VARIETY OF CULINARY
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TUSCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO

BEAUTIFUL WINERIES, CRAFT BREWERIES, FRESH FROM
THE FARM MARKETS,
BUFFETS,
AND FINE
BEAUTIFUL
WINERIES,HOMESTEAD
CRAFT BREWERIES,
FRESH
FROM
DINING
CUISINE…YOU’LL
FIND
EXPERIENCES
FOR FINE
EVERY
THE FARM MARKETS, HOMESTEAD BUFFETS, AND
TASTEBUD
IN TUSCARAWAS
COUNTY.
DINING
CUISINE…YOU’LL
FIND
EXPERIENCES FOR EVERY
TASTEBUD IN TUSCARAWAS COUNTY.

Tgrouptour@traveltusc.com
USCARAWAS COUNTY, OHIO
800.527.3387
grouptour@traveltusc.com
TravelTusc.com
800.527.3387

TravelTusc.com
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Savor Quincy fare while
discovering history and art
Self-guided driving tours have taken
top billing this year among SeeQuincy’s
travel options. The tours offer distinct
and invigorating experiences for groups
to enjoy in Quincy, Illinois — with a
variety of genres represented. Ignite your
inner artist, designer, historian or chef.
Here are SeeQuincy’s top five driving
tour recommendations:
Gateway City Guide: Quincy’s
prominent role in history as a place of
refuge and a gateway city in its first three
decades is explored through 20 significant sites and compelling stories from
1835–1865, including Underground
Railroad stops.
Mid-Mod Quincy: A fabulous
exploration of 30 premier examples of
innovative 20th-century Mid-Modern
architecture with vintage shopping sug-

gestions along the way.
Mural Find + Dine: Art hits the wall
celebrating the artistic diversity of the
city. The tour features 24 murals ranging
from nostalgic ghost works to striking
new creations, matched with nearby
eateries and bars.
Off the Record: Bizarre, brow-raising,
astounding and amazing; 13 places associated with intriguing former area residents
are revealed in this mysterious tour.
Abundant Architecture: The city
with over 3,500 structures contributing to
the National Register of Historic Places
deserves a dedicated architectural guide.
Our signature driving tour explores 48
stops with an East End Walking Tour.
Ask about Private Home Tours to see the
interiors of these beauties.
For the curious foodie, Summer

PHOTO: QUINCY AREA CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

Flavor Tours offer the perfect marriage of
food and history on a walking adventure
to five venues in Quincy’s historic downtown. Top-notch chefs and mixologists
create signature brunch/lunch menus
each Saturday, all summer long. The
tours are guided by entertaining food
ambassadors, infusing nuggets of Quincy’s colorful past. n

go rogue
Quincy Area Convention
& Visitors Bureau
800-978-4748
seequincy.com

unleash your tastebuds

SUMMER FLAVOR TOURS
GUIDED WALKING TOURS FOR THE CURIOUS FOODIE
5 venues / 5 chefs
Historic Downtown Quincy IL
Saturdays through Sept 25

+

NEW Gateway
City Tour
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Miami County boasts locally-sourced products
for region’s dining scene
Locally sourced food holds importance in Miami County, Ohio. From casual to fine dining and artisan offerings,
Miami County establishments rely on
many locally sourced foods and ingredients that take their food to the next level
in taste and quality.
Haren’s Market in Troy sells many
of the items grown there, from meats to
vegetables and everything in between.
Bowman and Landes Turkey Farm raises
free-range gourmet turkeys that can be
purchased at the store and many groceries
and restaurants across the entire Midwest.
Fulton Farms in Troy remains one of
the largest farms in the Midwest and features many of its home-grown items such
as strawberries and sweet corn in the
Farm Market. Folks visit Fulton’s from far
and wide to shop for their favorite fruits
and vegetables.

with bulk herbs and spices, fresh ground
coffees, essential oils and accessories. The
Living Garden Tea Bar, located inside the
store, has specialty and seasonal drinks
for purchase. n

Miami County
Visitors & Convention Bureau
800-348-8993
homegrowngreat.com

TASTE THE FLAVORS OF

Miami County

PHOTO: MIAMI COUNTY VISITORS & CONVENTION BUREAU

Also located in Troy, The Olive Oasis
offers a wide variety of fresh and healthy
olive oils and balsamic vinegars. This family-owned business was founded on the
principle of providing the local community with the highest quality virgin olive oils
and balsamic vinegars in the world.
The focus of Rosebud’s Real Food in
Piqua is to help make mealtime easy and
amazingly delicious with its chemical-free,
non-GMO seasoning mixes and honey-sweetened fruit butters. It offers over
100 individual herbs and spices, crushed
grains and everyday kitchen staples.
At The Golden Leaf in Tipp City, a
wonderful blend of items from fine loose
and bagged teas can be found along

Bring your group to tour a few of our
specialty shops. Find ways to spice up
your cooking with these phenomenal,
high-quality seasonings, vinegars,
tea blends & more.

Plan your group tour at

homegrowngreat.com.
| 800-348-8993

grouptourmagazine.com
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Historic wine country shines in Saint Charles County
Located west of St. Louis, Saint
Charles, Missouri, is a river city with a
rich past — being the starting point for
Lewis and Clark’s great expedition.
With a slower pace than the big city,
it’s easy to escape the hustle and bustle
in Saint Charles County — especially
when in the county’s famed wine country,
distinguished as the home of the first
American Viticultural Area in the nation.
Dubbed Historic Missouri Wine
Country, the area boasts a blend of
history, nature, art and award-winning
wine throughout several quaint towns
including Augusta, Defiance, New Melle
and Femme Osage. No matter the group’s
desire, make sure to share a bottle of
wine (or two) while enjoying picturesque
Missouri views.
Overlooking the Missouri River
Valley, Augusta Winery’s award-winning
wines can be enjoyed with local cheeses and meats on the winery’s outdoor
terrace or Wine & Cheese Garden. A
gift shop as well as live entertainment
available April through October are other
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perks to this 1988 winery.
Chandler Hill Vineyards in Defiance
operates on the same property Joseph
Chandler — a freed slave — worked on
in the 1870s as a free man. A garden patio, 4,500-square-foot-deck, tasting room
and the Barrel Room provide several
options to enjoy a glass of pinot noir or
riesling on a historic location.
Other local wineries include Balducci
Vineyards, Defiance Ridge Vineyards,
Montelle Winery and Mount Pleasant
Estates.
But there’s more to Historic Missouri Wine Country than just the wine;
Explore art galleries and antique shops.
Find casual to fine-dining restaurants.
Make it a weekend stay at a nearby hotel
or family-owned bed and breakfast.
Discover local and national history at
Historic Daniel Boone Home at Lindenwood Park, featuring over a dozen 19thcentury structures.
Outdoor enthusiasts will appreciate
the many county parks like Klondike,
Broemmelsiek and Matson Hill. A por-

tion of Katy Trail State Park runs through
the region, too.
Saint Charles is also the perfect stop
for any sweet tooth, whether craving
decadent chocolates or a warm scone.
Family-owned and -operated, Crooked Tree Coffee House’s sticky cinnamon
rolls are a perfect treat to enjoy with a
specialty beverage. Located in a restored
historic home, SugarBot Sweet Shop is
one of the most unique spots in Saint
Charles — the structure painted turquoise and the front lawn adorned with
gnomes and flamingos. Enjoy classic
baked goods and treats with a twist at this
one-of-a-kind bakery.
From old-fashioned milkshakes and
macaroons to chardonnay and charcuterie, every tastebud will find something to savor in Saint Charles County. n
Greater Saint Charles CVB
800-366-2457
discoverstcharles.com
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Burgers abound in Red Wing, Minnesota
Make a trek to Red Wing, Minnesota,
for a burger experience worth writing
home about. With so many delicious
choices, you should make a weekend of it
to try more than one family-owned and
-operated restaurant.
They say the messier the burger the
better! But, before you try the traditional
all-beef patty, you may want to take a
walk on the wild side. The “Beast” burger
at Bayside Tap and Steakhouse offers
a wild game experience. This patty is a
blend of elk, wild bear, bison and wagyu
beef. Surprisingly, it tastes like a traditional burger with a bit of robust flavors.
Burgers and bowling always pair well
when searching for an evening out on the
town. The half-pound “Whimpy” burger
at the Bierstube Bowl & Grill is a far cry
from a small meal. Reserve a lane or two
to work off those ingested calories after
your delicious meal.
When you are looking above and beyond for something different, head over
to the Smokin’ Oak for the “State Fair”
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burger. A variety of sandwiches and plated items are available for a larger appetite
or if you choose to overindulge with a
burger, add another beef patty for $3.
The downtown district offers quaint
boutiques and various eats. Stroll the
streets to enjoy traditional hometown
hangouts, which include Liberty’s Restaurant, where one can treat the entire group
to a “Classic” burger or Friday night fishfry. Across the street, you will find Marie’s
Underground Grill & Taphouse. Marie’s
is known for its “Cowhand” burger — a
seared patty topped with barbecue sauce,
cheese, bacon and onion rings.
Located on Main Street in the heart
of downtown Red Wing, the historic St.
James Hotel majestically calls in visitors
to take a walk back in time. Just steps
behind the hotel lobby, the Scarlett Kitchen & Bar offers a view of the riverfront
along with a delicious “Nacho Lucy”
burger, a half-pound burger stuffed with
nacho cheese, pickled jalapeno, scallion
and pickled fresno. This upscale dining

opportunity presents eloquent service
and comfortable prices.
If your groups are looking for a smalltown diner, hurry in to Bev’s Café. The
“Three Pigs Burger” is a fan favorite that
combines sausage, ham and bacon atop a
half-pound burger.
Last, but not least, one can appreciate a mouthwatering burger at Kelly’s
Taphouse Bar and Grill. The “Jalapeno
Popper Dip” burger or “Ghost” burger
spark the senses, driving you to accompany your meal with a tasty beverage. This
local hot spot fulfills hunger pangs of all
ages. An array of tantalizing treats, lovely
views of the river and great hometown
service sets the scene for an experience
you could not have imagined. n
Red Wing
Visitors & Convention Bureau
651-385-5934
redwing.org

Uffda
that's
delicious

RED WING
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Savor Sacramento’s
fresh food scene
Sacramento is America’s Farm-toFork Capital, which means the food is
freshest here, and it’s the perfect spot to
dive into California’s legendary cuisine.
Surrounded by some of the most
fertile agricultural land anywhere in the
world, Sacramento takes full advantage,
and some must-stops on your itinerary
here include farmers markets, Michelin-recognized restaurants and local
cocktail bars.
Vineyards dot the landscape in and
around Sacramento, and local wineries
such as Bogle Vineyards consistently
grab national and international attention. Tasting rooms easily accommodate
groups, whether you’re looking for a
full-day wine tasting experience or just a
quick stop as part of a larger tour of the
region.

PHOTO: VISIT SACRAMENTO

Sacramentans love their coffee, and
local roasters are happy to accommodate
groups for cupping classes, receptions or
for a quick pick-me-up stop.
Food walking tours cover not just the
history of the city, but include multiple
stops for groups to sample bites and
drinks along the way.
When it comes to dining, California’s
laid-back attitude and creativity combine
to showcase some of the best food you’ll
ever eat without any pretense. Whether
it’s an artisan pizza at the bicycle-themed
OneSpeed Pizza, fresh handcrafted fare at
Selland’s or a private farm-to-fork dining
experience for your group at Mulvaney’s
Building & Loan, Sacramento delivers
delicious food for your group that uses

local ingredients in a welcoming setting.
Each September, Sacramento celebrates the farmers, chefs and others who
make the region’s food scene so vibrant
during the Farm-to-Fork Festival. The
Street Festival welcomes more than
150,000 for food tasting, live music and
fun, and the Legends of Wine event at the
Capitol draws 40 wineries from the region for one memorable night of tasting.
The events are capped off by the Tower
Bridge Dinner, which welcomes 800
diners to the city’s iconic bridge served by
some of the region’s best chefs. n
Visit Sacramento
916-808-7777
visitsacramento.com

TASTE. SEE. SAVOR.
AMERICA’S FARM-TO-FORK CAPITAL

visitsacramento.com
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Visit California’s agricultural heart: Modesto
The wonders of California for tour
groups is that you always have options of
things to do and places to stay. The beauty
of Modesto is that you get lodging options
and a long to-do list! Sure, Modesto is 90
miles from the entrance to Yosemite National Park. Sure, Modesto is literally in the
middle of routes heading north, south, east
and west in California. Sure, Modesto has
comfortable, safe and affordable lodging
options. But did you know Modesto has
lots of options to keep your tours busy?
Being at the Agricultural Heart of
California, Modesto is perfect for a
variety of experiences. There’s always
something different happening depending upon the season. In February/
March there’s the Almond Blossom
Cruise where visitors see white and pink
blossoms stretching from horizon to
horizon. They’ll be able to walk through
an orchard, tour farm stands and even

gar and even cooking tips.
All that food will have visitors ready
to take mural tours, visit the Great Valley
Museum and Planetarium, or cool off
inside at the region’s largest indoor mall
at Vintage Faire!
So, whether you’re moving up and
down or side to side be sure to book

a stop in California’s True Heart –
Modesto! n
Visit Modesto
Todd Aaronson, CEO
209-526-5588
todd@visitmodesto.com
modestogrouptour.com

PHOTO: VISIT MODESTO

grab almond butter milkshakes with
their favorite bag of nuts! As summer
approaches, berries are peaking and tours
can stop at U-pick farms. When summer arrives, there’s stone fruits (peaches,
apricots, plums, nectarines and pluots)
with flavor visitors will never forget! And
of course, there’s harvest to enjoy with
grapes, apples and pumpkins that visitors
will enjoy picking, tasting and touring to
their heart’s content.
Then there are year-round tours to
enjoy. From cheese factories to the oldest
producer of olive oil in the U.S., Sciabica’s
Family Olive Oil. Ever tried cilantro or
habanero olive oil? Visitors can learn in
the tasting room or as a group. Sciabica’s
offers tour groups a complete educational
program about olives, oil pressing, vinegrouptourmagazine.com
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